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Ikea tv console stand

We've come a long way from black and white TV units to games, movies on demand and 3D. One thing hasn't changed – you need a stand or a wardrobe for a TV unit. Our selection helps reduce clutter, manage cables and get things nicer. So you can relax and enjoy the TV, even when it's not in progress. Design your own BESTÅ Try a
BESTA planner or book a free virtual BESTA planning session The TV bench holds more than a TV. There are all those hi-tech boxes, DVD movies, and games. Our wide range of styles and sizes will help you find a TV stand or storage combination that suits you and all your equipment. And our low prices leave you to spend more on the
latest game console, too. TV benches TV and media storage Use your TV with a TV strong and elegant enough to hold it (or accentuate it, if yours is on the wall). Many of our TV stands have shelves or drawers for holding movies, games and consoles. We have a lot to choose from, which can be easier than deciding what to watch. TV
benches TV and media storage TV benches TV and media storage We've come a long way from black and white TV units to games, movies on demand and 3D. One thing hasn't changed – you need a stand or a wardrobe for a TV unit. Our choice helps reduce clutter and get things nice with colorful toasts and carpets. So relax on sofas
and armchairs and enjoy the TV, even when it's gone. Complement your media furniture with wall shelves &amp; organizers, Storage boxes &amp; baskets and cabinets. Check out our popular TV furniture series: BESTÅ | HEMNES | FJÄLLBO (film) Our selection of TV stands and benches in different sizes contains a multitude of options
to help you create your ideal space for home entertainment, whether you are furnishing a small studio apartment or a large family living room. The IKEA collection is designed to be personalized with models that include adjustable shelves, soft closure or push-to-open doors, sliding media trays and more. All our TV stands are tightly
produced to last through years of use, and practically designed to simplify the installation and operation of cables. We've come a long way from black and white TV units to games, movies on demand and 3D. One thing hasn't changed – you need a stand or a wardrobe for a TV unit. Our selection helps reduce clutter, manage cables and
get things nicer. So you can relax and enjoy the TV, even when it's not in progress. The HAUGA series is more than a series of suitable warehouses for almost anywhere in your home – there are also HAUGA beds. It's traditional in style, but made for how you live now, and super easy to customize or add to how your life is changing.
Watch the HAUGA series
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